
CHAPTER 4 

Computation 

0 ur goal in this book is to be able to make usdul claims about probl~ms and the 
programs that solve them. or course. hoth problem specifications and the pro
grams that solve them take many llifft!rent forms. Specifications can bt! written 

in English, or as a set of logical fonnulas. or as a set of input/output pairs. Programs can 
he written in any of a wide array of common programming languages. As we said in the· 
last chapter, in this book we are. for the most pan. going to depart from those standard 
methods and, instead 

• Define problems a languages to be decided. and 
• Define programs as state machines whose input is a string and whose output is 

Accept or Reject. 

Both because of this change in perspective and because we are going to introduce 
two ideas that are not common in everyday programming practice. we will pause. in 
this chapter, and look at what we mean hy computation and how we arc going to go 
about it. ln particular, we will examine three key ideas: 

1. Decision procedures. 
Z. Nondeterminism. 
3. Functions on languages (alll!mativt!ly, programs that operate on other programs). 

Once we have finished this discussion. we will begin our examimttiun uf the language 
classes that we outlined in Chapter 3. 

4.1 Decision Procedures 

36 

Recall that a decision problem is one for which we must make a vcs/no decision. An 
algorithm is a detailed procedure that accomplishes some clcariy ~pccificd tnsk. A 
decision procedure is an algorithm to solve a decision prohlcm. Put ancuhcr way. it is a 
program whose result is a Boolean value. Note that. in urdcr to he guaranteed to return 
a Boolean value. a decision procedure must he guaranteed to halt on all inputs. 
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1ltis book is about decision procedures. We will spend most of our time discussing 
decision procedures to answer questions of the form: 

• Is strings in language L? 

But we wiU also attempt to answer other questions, in particular ones that ask about 
the machines that we will build to answer the first group of questions. So we may ask 
questions such as: 

• Given a machine (an FSM, a PDA, or a Turing machine), does it accept any strings? 

• Given two machines. do they accept the same strings? 

• Given a machine, is it the smallest (simplest) machine that does its job? 

If we have in mind a decision problem to which we want an answer. there are three 
things we may want to know: 

1. Does there exist a decision procedure (i.e., an algorithm) to answer the ques
tion? A decision problem is decidable iff the answer to this question is yes. A de
cision problem is undecidable iff the answer to this question is no. A decision 
problem is semidecidable iff there exists an algorithm that halts and returns 
True iff True is the answer. When False is the answer, it may either halt and re
turn False or it may loop. Some undecidable problems are semidecidable; some 
are not even that. 

2. If any decision procedures exist, find one. 

3. Again, if any decision procedures exist, what is the most efficient one and how ef
ficient is it? 

ln the early part of this book, we will ask questions for which decision procedures 
exist and we will often skip directly to question 2. But. as we progress. we will begin to 
ask questions for which, provably, no decision procedure exists. It is because there are 
such problems that we have articulated question L 

Decision procedures are programs. They must possess two correctness properties: 

1. The program must be guaranteed to halt on all inputs. 

2. When the program halts and returns an answer, it must be the correct answer for 
the given input. 

Let's consider some examples. 

EXAMPLE 4.1 Checking for Even Numbers 

Is the integer x even? This one is easy. Assume that I performs (truncating) integer 
division. Then the following program answers the question: 

eve11 (x: integer)= 

lf (x/2) •2 .. x then return True else return False. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2 Checking for Prime Numbers 

Is the positive integer x prime'} Given an appropriate string encoding. this prob
lem corresponds to the language PRIMES that we defined in Example 3.4. Defin
ing a procedure to answer this question is not hard. although it will require a loop 
and so it will be necessary to prove that the loop always terminates. Several algo
rithms that solve this problem exist. Here's an easy one: 

prime (x: positive integer) = 

Fori = 2to ceiling (sqrt(x) ) do: 
If (.t/i) * i = x then return False. 

Return Tme. 

The function ceilillg(.\·), also written r X l returns the smallest integer that is 
greater than or equal to x. This program is guaranteed to halt . The natural num
bers between 0 and ceiling (.'lqrt(x))-2 form a well-ordered set under s. Let 
index correspond to ceiling (sqrt(x))-i. At the beginning of the first pass through 
the loop. the value of im/(~x is ceiling (sqrt(x))-2. The value or index decreases by 
one each time through the loop. The loop ends when that v::~lue hecnmcs 0. It's 
worth pointing out that, while this program is simple and it is easy to prove that it 
is correct, it is not the most efficient program that we could write. We'll have more 
to say about this problem in Sections 28.1 . 7 and 30.2.4. 

For our next few examples we need a definition. The sequence: 

F11 = 2'!" + l,11 ~ 0, 

defines the F~rmat numb~rs Q , ·n1~: first few Fl!rrn~t numb~rs me: 

Fn = 3, F1 = 5. F!. = 17, F':l = 257, F4 = 65.537. F~ = 4.2Y4.Y67.2Y7. 

EXAMPLE 4.3 Checking for Small Prime Fermat Numbers 

Are there any prime Fermat numbers less than l_OOO,OOO'l11lcrc exists a simple: 
decision procedure to answer this question: 

fermatSmal/() = 

i = 0. 
Repeat: 

candidate = (2 .. (2 ** i)) + 1. 

If cundidatt is prime then return True. 



i = i + L 

until ccmditltlle ~ 1,000.000. 

Return False. 
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This algorithm is guaranteed to halt because the value of candidate increases each 
time through the loop and the loop terminates when its value exceeds a fixed 
bound. We will skip the proof that the correct answer is returned. 

EXAMPLE 4.4 Checking for Large Prime Fermat Numbers 

Are there any prime Fermat numbers greater than 1.000,000'' This question is dif
ferent in one important way from the previous one. Does there exist a decision 
procedure to answc.r this question? What about: 

fermatLarge ()= 

; = 0. 

Repeat: 

cam/it/ate = (2 ** (2 ** i)) + 1. 

If candidate > 1.000.000 and is prime then return True. 
i=i+ 1. 

Return False. 

What can we say about this program? If there is a prime Fermat number 
greater than l,()()()JXX), .fermat Large will find it and will halt. But suppose that 
there is no such number. Then the program will loop forever. Fermat Large is not 
capable of returning False even if False is the correct answer. So, is fermat Large a 
decision procedure'? No. A decision procedure must halt and return the correct 
answer. whatever that is. 

Can we do better? Is there a decision procedure to answer this question? Yes. 
Since this question takes no arguments, it has a simple answer, either True or 
Fe~lse. So either 

or 

fermat Yes()= 
Return True, 

fermmNo ()= 

Return False. 

correctly answers the question. Our problem now is. "Which one?'' No one knows. 
Fermat himself was only able to generate the first five Fermat numbers. and, on 
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EXAMPLE 4.4 (Continued) 

that basis, conjectured that all Fermat numbers an: prime. If he had been right. 
then f ermat Yes answers the question. However, it now seems likely that there 
are no prime Fermat numbers greater than 65.537. A suhstantial effort Q con
tinues to be devoted to finding one. but so far the only discoveries have been 
larger and larger composite Fermat numbers. But there is also no proof that a 
larger prime one does not exist nor is there an algorithm for finding one. We 
simply do not know. 

EXAMPLE 4.5 Checking for Programs That Halt on a Particular Input 

Now consider a problem that is harder and that cannot be solved by a simple con
stant function such as [erma/Yes or femwtNo. Given an arbitrary Java program p 
that takes a string t.v as an input parameter, docs p halt on some particular value 
of tv? Here's a candidate for a decision procedure: 

halt.\·Onw (p: program, w: string) = 
1. Simulate the execution of p on w~ 

2. If the simulation halts return True else return False. 

Is haltsOnw a decision procedure'? No. because it can never return the value 
False. Yet False is sometimes the correct answer (since there art: (p. w) pairs such 
that p fails to halt on w). When haltsOnw should return False, it will loop forever 
in step I. Can we do better'? No. It is possible to prove. as we will do in Chapter li.J, 
that no decision procedure for this question exists. 

Define a l·emldec/5/on pnJcecl11re to be a procedure that halts and returns 'li·u,, when
ever 'True is the correct answer. But, whenever False is the curn.:ct answer. it may return 
False or it may loop forever. In other words. a scmidecision proccJurc knows when to 
say yes but it is not guaranteed to know when to say no. A .femideciduble problem is a 
problem for which a semidccision procedure exists. Example 4.5 is a scmiJcddable 
prohlem. While some semidccidable problems arc also dcciJahlc. that one isn't. 

EXAMPLE 4.6 Checking for Programs That Halt on All Inputs 

Now consider an even harder problem: Given an arhitrary Java program that 
takes a single string as an input parameter, docs it hall on all possible input val
ues? Here's a candidate for a decision procedure: 
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/wltsOnA/1 (progrtun) = 
1. For i = 1 to infinity do: 

Simulate the execution of program on all possible input 
strings of length i. 

2. If all of the simulations halt return True else return False. 

HaltsOnAII will never halt on any program since. to do so, it must try running 
the program on an infinite number of strings. And there is not a better proce
dure to answer this question. We will show, in Chapter 21, that it is not even 
semidecidable. 

The bottom line is that there are three kinds of questions: 

• Those for which a decision procedure exists. 

• Those for which no decision proc.edure exists but a semidecision procedure exists. 

• Those for which not even a semi-decision procedure exists. 

As we move through the language classes that we will consider in this book. we will 
move from worlds in which there exist decision procedures for just about every ques
tion we can think of to worlds in which there exist some decision procedures and per
haps some semidecision procedures, all the way to worlds in which there do not exist 
.even semidecision procedures. 

But keep in mind throughout that entire progression what a decision procedure is. It 
is an algorithm that is guaranwed to halt on all inputs. 

4.2 Determinism and Nondeterminism 
Imagine adding to a programming language the function dwose, which may be written 
in either of the following forms: 

• choose (action t~ 
action 2~; 

action n) 

• choose (x from S: P(x)) 

In the first form. choose is presented with a finite list of alternatives. each of which 
will return either a successful value or the value False. Choose will: 

• Return some successful value. if there is one. 

• If there is no successful value, then choose will: 
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• Halt and return Faf.tw if all the actions hall and return Fahe. 

• Fail to halt if any of the actions fails to halt. We want to define clwo.w this way since 
any path that has not halted still ha~ the potential to return u sul.-ccssful value. 

In the second form. c:lwmre is presented with a set S of values. S may be finite or it 
may be infinite if it is specified by a generator. Clwose will: 

• Return some element x of S such that P(x) halts with a value other than Ft~lse. if 
there is one. 

• If there is no such clement. then c/wose will: 

• Halt and return False if it can be deterinint!d that. for all elements x or S, P(x) is not 
satisfied. This will happen if S is finite and there is a procedure for ch..:cking P that 
always halts. It may also happen, even if Sis inlinitc. if there is some way. short of 
checking all the clements. to determine that no elements that satisfy P exist. 

• Fail to halt if there is no mechanism for determining that no clements of S that 
satisfy P exist. This may happen either because S is infinite or because there is 
no algorithm. guaranteed to halt on alJ inputs. that chc.!cks for P and returns 
False when necessary. 

In both forms. the job of dwo:<~e is to find a successful value (which we will define to 
be any value other than Fulse) if there is one. When we don't care which successful 
value we find (or how we find it). choose is a useful abstraction. as we will sec in the 
next few examples. 

We will call programs that are written in our new language. which includes 
c.·/wose. nondeterministic. We will call programs that are written without using choose 
deterministic. 

Real computers are, of course. deterministic. So. if c:lroose is going to he usdul.there 
must exist a way to implement it on a deterministic machine. For now. however. we will 
be noncommittal as to how that is done. It may try the alternatives one at a time. or it 
may pursue them in parallel. U it tries them one at a time, it may try them in the order 
listed. in some random order. or in some order that is carefully designed tu maximize 
the chances of finding a successful value without trying all the others. The only require
ment is that it must pursue the altt:rnatives in some fashion that is guaranteed to find a 
successful value if there is one.lne point of the dwo.w! function is that we can separate 
the design of the choosing mechanism from the design of the progn1m thut needs a 
value and calls drome to find it one. 

EXAMPLE 4.7 Nondeterministically Choosing a Travel Plan 

Suppose that we regularly plan medium length trips. We are willing to drive or to 
fly and rent a car or to take a train and use puhlic transportation if it is availahle 
when we get there. as long as the total cost of the trip and the total time required 
are reasonable. We don't care about small differences in time or cost enough to 
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make it worth exhaustively exploring all the options every time. We can define the 
function trip-plan to solve our problem: 

trip-plan (start, finish)= 

Return (choose (fly-major-airline-and-rent-car (start, finish);; 

f I y-regiona/-airline-and -rent -car (start, f ini sit);; 

take-train-and-use-public-transportation (start, finish);; 

drive (start,finish))). 

Each of the four functions trip-plan calls returns with a successful value iff it 
succeeds in finding a plan that meets the cost and time requirements. Probably 
the first three of them are implemented as an Internet agent that visits the appro
priate Web sites, specifies the necessary parameters, and waits to see if a solution 
can be found. But notice that trip-plan can return a result as soon as at least one 
of the four agents finds an acceptable solution. It doesn't care whether the four 
agents can be run in parallel or are tried sequentially. It just wants to know if 
there's a solution and. if so, what it is. 

A good deal of the power of choose comes from the fact that it can be called recur
sively. So it can be used to describe a search process, without having to specify the de
tails of how the search is conducted. 

EXAMPLE 4.8 Nondeterministically Searching a Space of Puzzle Moves 

Suppose that we want to solve the 15-puzzle Q. We are given two configurations 
of the puzzle, for example the ones shown here labeled (a) and (b). The goal is 
to begin in configuration (a) and, through a sequence of moves, reach configura
tion (b). The only allowable move is to slide a numbered tile into the blank 
square. 

5 2 15 9 1 2 3 4 

7 8 4 12 5 6 7 8 

13 1 6 11 9 10 11 12 

10 14 3 13 14 15 
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EXAMPLE 4.8 (Continued) 

Using dwo.ve. we can easily write solve-15. a progrum that finds a solution i£ 
there is one. The idea is that soll'l!-15 will guess at a lirst move. From the board 
configuration that results from that move. it will guess at a second move. From 
there, it will guess at a thinl move. and so on. If it reaches the goal configuration, 
it will report the sequence of moves that got it there. 

Using the second form of clloo.w! (in which valul!s arc selected from a set that 
can be generated each time a new choice must he made). we can define solve-15 
so that it returns an ordered list of board positions. The first element of the list 
corresponds to the initial configuration. Following that. in order, are the configu
rations that result from each of the moves. The final configuration will correspond 
to the goal. So the result of a call to .m/ve-15 will describe a movl! sequence that 
corresponds to a solution to the original problem. We'll invoke .mlve-15 with a list 
that contains just the initial configuration. So we ddine: 

solve-15 (position-li.'it) = 

I"' Explore moves available from the last board configuration to have 
been generated. 

current = last (posilion-li.w). 

H current = sollllion then return (po.vitioll-fi~·t). 

1• A~sumc that .wu:cessors (current) returns the set of configurations 
that can be generated by one legal move from currelll. Then dwos~ 
picks one with the property that, once it has been appended to 
positicm-list. so/t•e-15 can continue and find a solution. We assume 
that append destructively modifies its fin;t argument. 

clwose (x from !t'Uc-cessors (curreltl): .m/vc-/5 (appmtl (posirion-list, x) )). 

Return posirion-list. 

If there is a solution to a particular instance of the IS-puzzle •. 'io/ve-15 will find 
it. If we care about how efficiently the solution is found, then we can dig inside the 
implementation of c/wose and try various strategies. including: 

• Checking to make sure we don't generate a board position that has already· 
been explored. or 

• Sorting the successors by how close they arc to the goal. 

But if we don•t care ahout how dwo.w works. we don•t hu\'e to. 

15-puzzle configurations can he divided into two equivuh:ncc clul-scs. Every 
configuration can be transformed into every other configuration in the same 
class and into none of the configurations in the other class c. 

Many deci~ion problems can he sulvcd stntil!htfmwardly using drmH''' 
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EXAMPLE 4.9 Nondeterministically Searching for a Satisfying 
Assignment 

A wff in Boolean logic is Stltisflable iff it is true for at least one assignment of 
truth values to the literals it contains.. Now ronsider the following problem, which 
we'll call SAT: Given a Boolean wff w, decide whether or not w is satisfiable. 

To see how we might go about designing a program to solve the SAT problem, 
consider an example wff w = PI\ (Qv R}/\~(RVS) _... Q. We can build a program 
that considers the predicate symbols (in this case P, Q, R, and S) in some order. 
For each one, it will pick one of the two available values, True or False, and assign 
it to all occurrences of that predicate symbol in w. When no predicate symbols 
remain, all that is necessary is to use the truth table definitions of the logical oper
ators to simplify w until it has evaluated to either True or False. If True, then we 
have found an assignment of values to the predicates that makes w true; w is sat
isfiable. If False, then this path fails to find such an assignment and it fails. This 
procedure must halt because w contains only a finite number of predicate sym· 
bols, one is eliminated at each step, and there are only two values to choose from 
at each step. So either some path will return True or all paths will eventually halt 
and return False. 

The following algorithm returns True if the answer to the question is yes and 
False if the answer to the question is no: 

decideS AT ( w : Boolean wff)= 

If there are no predicate symbols in w then: 

Simplify w until it is either True or False. 
Return w. 

Else: 

Find P, the first predicate symbol in w. . 
t• Let wl Pix mean the wff w with every instance of P replaced 

byx. 

Return choose (decideSAT (w/PJTrue);; 

decideSAT (w/P/False)) . 

One way to envision the execution of a program like solve-15 or decideSATis as a 
search tree. Each node in the tree corresponds to a snapshot of so/ve-15 or decideSAT 
and each path from the root to a leaf node corresponds to one computation that so/ve-
15 or decitleSAT might perform. For example. if we invoke decideSAT on the input 
P 1\.., R. the set of possible computations can be described by the tree in Figure 4.1. The 
first level in the tree corresponds to guessing a value for P and the second level corre
sponds to guessing a value for R. 
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Tru~" -.R 

~~ 
Tnt~" -.Tr11~ Tntt'A ....,Fulst! 

I I 
Fals~ Tme 

FIGURE 4.1 A search tree created by tledtieSATon the inpul Pf\ ...,R. 

Since there exists at least one computatiom1l path that succeeds (i.e .. returns a value 
other than Ft1lse), tiecideSAT will pick the value returned by one such path and return 
it. So c/eddeSAT will return True. It may do so after exploring all fnur of the paths 
shown above (if it is unlucky choosing an order in which to explore the paths). Or it 
may guess correctly and find the successful path without considering nny uf the others. 

Efficient algorithms for solving Boolean satisfiability probl~ms arc impor
tant in a wide variety of domains. No general and efficient algnrithms are 
known. But. in B.l.3. we'll describe ordered binary decision diagrams 
(OBDDs), which are used in SAT solvers that work. in practic~, substantially 
more efficiently than decideSAT docs. 

One of the most important properties of programs that exploit dwo.H' is clear from 
the simple tree that we just examined: Guesses that do not I~ ad tu a solution can beef
fectively ignored in any analysis that is directed at determining the program's resu)l. 

Docs adding clwo.\'e to our programming language let us sulvc any pruhlt:ms that we 
couldn•t solve without it'l The answer to that question turns out tu depend on what else 
the programming language already lets us do. 

Suppose, for example. that we are describing our programs as finite stnte machines 
(FSMs). One way to add choose to the FSM mo<.lel is to alluw two or more transitions. 
labeled with the same input character. to emerge from a single st<atc. We show a simple 
example in figure 4.2. 

We'll say that a nondeterministic FSM M (i .e .. one that may exploit d~t>o.,·c•) accepts 
iff at least one of its paths accepts. It will reject iff all or its paths reject. So M's job is to 

FIGURE 4.l A nondeterministic FSM with two 
competing transitions lahclcJ a. 
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find an accepting path if there is one. If it succeeds. it can ignore all other paths. If M ex
ploits choose and does contain competing transitions, then one way to view its behav
ior is that it mates a guess and chooses an accepting path if it can. 

While we will find it very convenient to allow nondetenninism like this in finite 
state machines, we will see in Section 5.4 that, whenever there is a nondeterministic 
FSM to accept some language L, there is also a (possibly much larger and more com
plicated) deterministic FSM that accepts L. So adding choose doesn't change the class 
of languages that can be accepted. 

Now suppose that we are describing our programs as pushdown automata (PDAs). 
Again we will add choo.ve to the model by allowing competing transitions coming out 
of a state. As we will see in Chapter 13. now the answer is that adding choose adds 
power. There are languages that can be accepted by PDAs that exploit choose that can
not be accepted by any PDA that does not exploit it. 

Lastly. suppose that we are describing our programs as Turing machines or as code in a 
standard, modern programming language. Then. as we will see in Chapter 17. we are back 
to the situation we were in with FSMs. Nondeterminism is a very useful design tool that 
lets us specify complex programs without worrying about the details of how the search is. 
managed. But. if there is a nondeterministic Turing machine that solves a problem, then 
there is a detcnninistic one (one that does not exploit choose) that also solves the problem. 

In the two cases (FSMs and Turing machines) in which adding choose does not add 
computational power to our model, we will see that it does add descriptive power. 
We 'II see examples for which a very simpJ,e nondeterministic machine can do the work 
of a substantially more complex deterministic one. We'll present algorithms, for both 
FSMs and Turing machines. that construct, given an arbitrary nondeterministic ma
chine. an equivalent deterministic one. Thus we can use nondeterminism as an effective 
design tool and leave the job of building a deterministic program to a compiler. 

In Part V, we will take a different look at analyzing problems and the programs that 
solve them. There we will be concerned with the complexity of the solution: How much 
running time does it take or how much memory does it require? In that analysis, non
determinism will play another important role. It will enable us to separate our solution 
to a problem into two parts:: 

1. The complexity of an individual path through the search tree that choose creates. 
Each such path wilt typically correspond to checking one complete guess to see if 
it is a solution to the problem we are trying to solve. 

Z. The total complexity of the entire search process. 

So. although nondeterminism may at first seem at odds with our notion of effective 
computation. we will find throughout this book that it is a very useful tool in helping us 
to analyze problems and see how they fit into each of the models that we will consider, 

For some problems, it is useful to extend choose to allow probabilities to be associ~ 
atcd with each of the alternatives. For example, we might write: 

clroo:.;e ( ( .5) action 1 ;; 

(.3) action 2~; 

(.2) action 3) 
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For some applications. the semantics we will want fur this cxtcnJcd form of 
dwose will be that exactly one path should he pursued. Lcl Pr(ll) b~ the prohabili
ty associatt!d with alternative n. Then dwose will !\elect alternative 11 with probabil· 
ity Pr{n). For other applications. we will want t'i different semantics: All paths 
should he pursued and a total probability should he associa ted with c;u:h palh as a 
function of the set of probabilities associated with each step a long the f1Uth. We will 
have more to say about how these probabilities actually wurk when we t.alk about 
specific applications. 

4.3 Functions on Languages and Programs 
In Chapter 2. we described some useful functions un languages. W..: considered sim
ple functions such as complement. concatenation. union, in!l:r~cction. and Klcene 
star. All of those were defined by straightfurward extension uf the shmdard opera
tions on sets and strings. Functions on languages arc not limited to those. however. In 
this section. we mention a couple of others. which we'll come h;tl'k to <at various 
points throughout this book. 

EXAMPLE 4.10 The Function chop 

Define chop(L) = {w:3xeL(x =x,cx~ A xleiL* I\ x~el:L* I\te :£ 1.1\lx 1 1 = 
lx21Aw = x1x2)} . In other words, dwp(L) is a ll the odd kngth strings in L with 
their middle character chopped out. 

Recall the language A "B" = { a"b'1 
: n ~ 0}. What is "hop (A "B" )'!The answer 

h . . Ansn is 0, since there are no odd lengt strmgs m · . 
What about A nsncn = { a"b"c" : " ~ 0}? What is drop (A nB"C")'~ Approxi

mately half of the strings in A"B"C" have odd length and so can have their middle 
character chopped out. Strings in A"B"C" contribute strings to c:lwp ( A"B"C') as 
follows: 

n in A•s•c• in choe. A •o•c• 
0 6 

1 abc ac 
l aabbcc 
3 aaabbbccc aaabbccc 
4 aaaabbbbcccc 
s aaaaabbbbbccccc aaaaabbbbccccc 
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EXAMPLE 4.11 The Function firstchars 

Define firstclwrs(L) = { ·w: 3y e L (y = ex Ace ~L Axe ~L *A we c*)}. So we 
could determine firstchars( L) by looking at all the strings in L, finding all the 
characters that start such strings, and then, for each such character c. adding to 
firstcllllrs(L) all the strings inc*. Let's look atfirstchars applied to some languages: 

L firstchars(L) 

0 0 
{s} 0 
{a} {a}* 

A"Bn {a}* 
{a.b}* {a}*U {b}* 

Given some function f on languages. we may want to ask the question, " If L is a 
member of some language class C. what can we say about f(L)? Is it too a member 
of C! Alternatively, is the class C closed under f'r' 

EXAMPLE 4.12 Are Language Classes Closed Under Various 
Functions? 

Consider two classes of languages, INF (the set of infinite languages) and FIN 
(the set of finite languages). And consider four of the functions we have dis
cussed: union, intersection, chop and firstcltars. We will ask the question, "Is class 
C closed under function [?"The answers are (with the number in each cell point
ing to an explanation below for the corresponding answer): 

FIN INF 
rmion yes (1) yes (5) 
imersection yes (2) no (6) 
chop yes (3) no (7) 
firstdrars no (4) yes (8) 

1. For any sets A and 8, lA U Bl :s lA I + 181. 
2. For any sets A and 8, lA n Bl :s min (lA I.IBI). 
3. Each string in L can generat,e at most one string in chop (L), so 

lcltop (L)I s; ILl. 
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EXAMPLE 4.12 (Continued) 

4. To show that any class Cis not closed under some function fit is sufficient 
to show a single counter example: a language L where L e C but f( L) It C. 
We showed such a counter example above: firstclrars ( {a}) = {a} •. 

5. For any sets A and B, IA U Bl 1:!:: lA 1. 
6. We show one counterexample: Let La = {a} • and L2 = { b} •. La and 

L2 are infinite. But L1 n L2 = { e}. which is finite. 

7. We have already shown a counterexample: A "B1 is infinite. But 
Chop (A "D") ., 0. which is finite. 

8. If L is infinite. then it contains at least one string of length greater than 0. 
That string has some first character c. Then {c}* C.firstc:hars (L) and 
{ c} • is infinite. 

In the rest of this book. we will discuss the four classes of languages: regular. 
context-free. decidable. and semidecidablc, as described in Chapter 3. One of the ques
tions we will ask for each of them is whether they arc closed under various operations. 

Given some function f on languages. how can we: 

1. Implement f? 

2. Show that some class of languages is closed under f? 

The answer to question 2 is generaJly by construction. In other words. we will show 
an algorithm that takes a description of the input languagc(s) and constructs a descrip
tion of the result of applyingfto that input. We will then usc that constructed descrip
tion to show that the resulting language is in the class we care about. Sn our ability to 
answer both questions 1 and 2 hinges on our ability to define an algorithm that com
putes f. given a description of its input (which is one or more languages). 

In order to define an algorithm A to compute some function f. we first need a way to 
define the input to A. Defining A is going to be very difficult if we allow. for example, 
English descriptions of the language(s) on which A is supposed to operate. What we 
need is a formal model that is exactly powerful enough to describe the languages on 
which we would like A to be:: able to run. Then A could usc the dcscription(s) of its input 
language(s) to build a new description. using the same model, of the resuh or applying f. 

EXAMPLE 4.13 Representing Languages So That Functions 
Can Be Applied 

Suppose that we wish to compute the function union. It will be very hard to imple
ment union if we allow input language description such as: 

• {we {a, b} • : w has an odd number of characters}. 
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• { w e {a, b} • : w has an even number of a's}. 
• {we {a, b }•; all a's in w precede all b's }. 

Suppose, on the other hand, that we describe each of these languages as a finite 
state machine that accepts them. So, for example, language 1 would be repre
sented as 

In Chapter 8, we will show an algorithm that, given two FSMs, corresponding to 
two regular languages, L 1 and Lz., constructs a new FSM that accepts the union of 
L 1 and L2• 

If we use finite state machines (or pushdown automata or Turing machines) as 
input I to an algorithm A that computes some function f, then what A will do is to ma
nipulate those FSMs (or PDAs or Turing machines) and produce a new one that ac
cepts the language/(/). If we think of the input FSMs (or PDAs or Turing machines) as 
programs. then A is a program whose input and output are other programs. 

Lisp is a programming language that makes it easy to write programs that 
manipulate programs. (0.5) 

Programs that write other programs are not particularly common, but they are 
not fundamentally different from programs that work with any other data type. 
Programs in any conventional programming language can be expressed as strings, 
so any program that can manipulate strings can manipulate programs. Unfortu
nately, the syntax of most programming languages makes it relatively difficult to 
dt::sign programs that can effectively manipulate other programs. As we will see 
later, the FSM, PDA. and Turing machine formalisms that we are going to focus on 
are reasonably easy to work with. Programs that perform functions on FSMs, 
PDAs, and Turing machines will be an important part of the theory that we are 
about to build. 

Programs that write other programs play an important role in some applica
tion areas, including mathematical modeling of such things as oil wells and fi
nancial markets. (G. 8) 
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Exercises 
1. Describe in clear English or pseudocode a decision procedure to answer the 

question, "Given a Jist of integers Nand an individual integer"· is there any ele
ment of N that is a factor of n?" 

2. Given a Java program p and the input 0. consider the question. '"Does p ever out
put anything?" 
a. Describe a semidecision procedure that answers th is question. 
b. Is there an obvious way to turn your answer to part a into a decision 

procedure? 
3. Recall the function chop(L), defined in Example 4.10. let I. = {we {a. b}*: 

w = tvR}. What is dwp(L)? 

4. Are the following sets closed under the following opt rations'! Prove your answer. 
If a set is not closed under the operation. what is its clusurc under the operation? 
a. L = { tlJ e {a, b} •: tv ends in a} under the function odtl.'i, defined <'n strings 

as follows: odds(s) = the string that is formed hy cuncatcnating together all 
of the odd numbered characters of s. (Start numbering the characters at 1.) 
For example, odtls( ababbbb) = aabb. 

b. FIN (the set of finite languages) um.ler the function mldsL, defined on lan
guages as follows: 

oddsL (L) = {w : 3xe L (w = odd.'i (x))}. 

c. INF (the set of infinite languages) under the function mltlsL 
d. FIN under the function maxstring, defined in Example X.22. 
e. INF under the function maxstring. 

5. Let I = {a. b} . Let S be the set of all languages over ~- Let f he a hi nary func
tion defim:d as follows; 

f: S X S-+S. 

f(.'f. , y) = .:.t - y. 

Answer each of the following questions and justify yvur an~wcr: 
a. Is f one-to-one? 
b. lsfonto? 
c. Is f commutative? 

6. Describe a program, using choose, to: 
a. Play Sudoku Q , described in N. 2.2. 
b. Solve Rubik's Cube® lill. 


